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Lesson 47: 

Timeless Life-Transforming Wisdom: Renounce and 

Enjoy! 

We practice renunciation to “keep our soul,” to maintain contact with the divine Self in the whirl 

of restless desire and its faithful companion, suffering. What we renounce is distraction that 

leads to loss of soul and the suffering that follows.  

—from The Jewel of Abundance 
 

The phrase “Renounce and Enjoy!” sums up ancient Vedic teachings for living in the world 

without losing conscious contact with our soul along the way. At first glance, the phrase seems 

contradictory. If we renounce something, can we still enjoy it? But a little deeper investigation 

reveals that what we are advised to renounce is the tendency to assign our happiness to anything 

external. Attachment to other people, circumstances, things, accomplishments, or viewpoints, is 

a distraction that pulls us away from being anchored in the soul’s joy. Why? Because our 

attention keeps turning toward that attachment—to what we want, instead of turning to what 

we are in our fullness. 

 

Distraction is tied to desire and attachment—gaining and holding on to what we want (or 

avoiding what we don’t). Desire and its companion, attachment, is the mechanism that ego, the 

false self, uses to perpetuate the illusion of its existence and power. While desire is natural to us, 

it takes over when we lack higher purpose and the focus that must accompany it. If we do not 

keep our higher purpose in mind and are not devoted to living in harmony with it, we are 

unmoored. Without the anchor of purpose, we become vulnerable to the constant winds of 

distraction.  
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Many people learned of the “renounce and enjoy” wisdom as the classic answer given by 

Mahatma Gandhi when asked to sum up his life philosophy. There were many things that Gandhiji 

renounced and experimented with renouncing, as he strove to live a simple, principled, 

undistracted life. At the heart of all his experiments with lifestyle was his dedication to Truth—to 

living with higher purpose and applying spiritual principle to all that he did.  

 

Dedication, simplicity, and renunciation, all support reliance on Truth and the freedom to enjoy 

life. If we depend on externals for lasting fulfillment, there is never enough—never enough time, 

knowledge, experience, success, or possessions. We are never free to enjoy life because we are 

always chasing after more. The extraverted mind remains on the surface of things because it 

cannot penetrate to the essence. Only when we let go of (renounce) reliance on externals, can 

the mental field become quiet, and our awareness expands to experience the unbounded source 

of happiness within.  

 

A Sweet Story to Help Us Remember 

Once there was a king whose palace was surrounded by the world’s most beautiful and bountiful 

gardens. The east garden was closed to the public, but legends about its ambrosial mango grove 

were known across the land. One day, a decree was made by the king that the mango grove 

would open to a group of invited guests for a single day, from dawn to dusk. Representatives 

from many different walks of life were invited—a scientist, a farmer, a cook, an astrologer, a 

politician, a doctor, a journalist, and one woman without a professional vocation.  

 

The invited guests, who were coming from distant parts of the kingdom, left home before dawn 

and arrived near to midday. When they entered the garden, they were amazed to see the lush, 

radiant, green trees looking as if they were actually lit with golden mangoes! More mangoes than 

they had ever seen in their entire lives. The grove seemed enchanted; it was so bountiful.  
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Each person immediately began exploring the grove to try to capture its wonders.  The scientist 

started collecting soil samples. The farmer took notes about the planting pattern of the trees, 

their orientation to the sun, and possible water sources. The cook imagined original recipes that 

featured mango in every season. The astrologer noted the current moon cycle and tried to 

determine the age of the trees in order to create a natal chart for the orchard. The politician 

thought about how the sheer number of mangoes could feed the surrounding village. The doctor 

wondered about the medicinal value of the bark, leaves, and the fruit. The journalist watched 

everyone else observing the orchard and wrote about it.  

 

Before they knew it, the guards arrived to escort them out of the garden. Too soon, they thought! 

When they walked toward the gate, that is when they saw her—that one woman without a 

professional vocation. There she was, sitting comfortably on the ground, smiling and gazing up 

into the verdant mango tree above her while she ate the juicy, golden mango in her hand. What 

an amazing experience, she thought. How fortunate I am! Joy permeated her very being. The rest 

of the group walked out, without even a taste.  

 

It’s a lovely tale, a teaching story about the nature of the mind and its tendency to be extroverted 

and as well as ego’s proclivity to look for profit or personal gain at the expense of the soul’s joy. 

The one woman who is not looking through the lens of name, fame, or personal gain, has the 

simple wisdom to taste the fruit—to experience the blessing at hand. She indicates the freedom 

to enjoy life that comes when personal gain is renounced.  

 

Connect the Dots 

How do we connect renunciation with prospering and succeeding in our worthy goals? It always 

comes back to faith, the way we orient our awareness to Something Greater. That faith can take 
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the form of faith in God, faith in the Universe, or faith in principle—however your faith is real to 

you.  

 

Knowing that Something Greater is always at work in our lives, always supporting fulfillment of 

its purpose, we can be both completely dedicated to our goal and flexible at the same time. Once 

we set our sights on living with higher purpose, learning to cooperate with the Infinite, and 

renouncing selfish motive, we are free to taste the sweet joy of the divine life.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  


